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July 28, 2008 

National Park Service 
Denver Service Center 
12795 West Alameda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, CO 80225-0287 

Attention: Mr. Stephan Nofield 

Dear Sir: 

Subject: GGNRA Management Plan for Rancho Corral de Tierra 

This document is presented by the Coastside Horse Council in response to your request for 
community feedback with regard to the GGNRA Management Plan alternatives. Our response 
centers on the Rancho Corral de Tierra region of the park. This is the area of the park with 
which we are most concerned and also the area for which we can make the greatest 
contribution to the planning effort.  
The content of this document serves two distinct purposes. The first is to provide a general 
response from a major segment of the horse community to the plan alternatives. This response 
is limited to the Management Plan as it impacts the horse community. The second purpose is to 
provide visibility into the role, contribution and impact of the horse community, past and present, 
on the Rancho and the surrounding communities. As responsible horse owners and residents, 
we are uniquely qualified to provide critical background information to decision makers who may 
have not experienced the San Mateo Coastside environment, nor had the opportunity to view 
first hand the significant part horses play in the local environment. 
Our goal is to achieve a management plan that serves the public without disrupting the 
character of the Coastside and the local communities. We are committed to working with your 
organization in any capacity that would allow us to make a positive contribution. As planning 
moves forward, we are hopeful that your organization will create advisory programs or forums in 
order to pro-actively involve the local community, including the CHC, in the process.  
If, after you read this document, you have questions or would like additional information, please 
contact Larry DeYoung at 650-728-5346 (email larrydeyo@aol.com). 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Larry DeYoung, President 
Coastside Horse Council 
 
Cc: Brian O’Neill, General Superintendent, GGNRA 
 Nancy Horner, Chief of Planning and Compliance, GGNRA 
 Christine Powell, Public Affairs and Congressional Affairs Specialist, GGNRA 
 Andrea Lucas, Landscape Architect, GGNRA 
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ABOUT THE COASTSIDE HORSE COUNCIL 
Founded in 1999, the Coastside Horse Council (CHC) is an advocacy group 
dedicated to protecting the equestrian lifestyle for the benefit and enjoyment of 
the general public and to preserving, enhancing and creating equestrian trails, 
facilities, staging areas and related open space areas. The CHC was originally 
formed to work with San Mateo County to develop a Confined Animal Ordinance. 
In partnership with the County and local environmentalists, we were able to 
create an ordinance that is fair and equitable to commercial stables and private 
horse owners, while protecting the sensitive watersheds. 

Currently, CHC consists of 50 active members and numerous local horse owners 
who rely on the CHC as a conduit for information and an advocate for the greater 
horse community. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The following summarizes the key points presented in this document. The reader 
is strongly encouraged to read the complete document for a more 
comprehensive understanding of these points. 
� The CHC supports Alternative 1: Connecting People with the Parks with the 

recommendations and caveats described in the Management Plan Response 
section. 

� As Rancho Corral de Tierra becomes part of the GGNRA, horseback riding 
should continue to connect people with the park. This means continuing and 
enhancing the multi-use trail system and retaining the boarding facilities that 
currently house the majority of our horses. 

� The Rancho is a diverse ecosystem comprised of chaparral covered hillsides 
and several creek valleys that has coexisted with horses for 300 years. 

� The existing boarding facilities, some of which have existed since the 1940’s, 
serve as social centers for the horse community providing unique social, 
economic and recreational opportunities. 

� 300 horses reside in the boarding facilities located on the Rancho, 
contributing $2 million annually into the local economy. Removal or 
significantly downsizing these facilities will: 
 Have an untoward impact on the local economy. 
 Result in insurmountable relocation problems for owners. 

� The boarding facilities operating within the Rancho provide programs and 
classes that benefit people of all ages and abilities, including: 
 Equine clinics, shows and Pony Club 
 4H and Future Farmers of America 
 High-risk inner city programs 
 Therapeutic riding programs 

� The boarding facilities actively protect the watersheds by aggressively 
applying best practices in manure management and run-off control, and by 
preserving the riparian corridor. 

� The boarding facilities have an active water quality monitoring program in 
place along San Vicente and Martini creeks. 

� The horse community informally monitors the trails, assisting other users and 
reporting suspicious activities. 

� The horse community donates their time on a regular basis to maintain the 
trail system. 
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MANAGEMENT PLAN RESPONSE 
The CHC supports Alternative 1: Connecting People with the Parks with the 
recommendations and caveats described in the table below. In keeping with the 
theme of this document the recommendations focus on the needs of the horse 
and the horse community. We have encouraged our membership to submit their 
overall feedback to the GMP alternatives on an individual basis. 

The table below contains excerpts from the Alternative 1 description on the left 
and the corresponding CHC recommendation on the right. The table entries are 
ordered starting with the highest priority elements of the plan. 
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CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH THE PARK 
Throughout the history of Rancho Corral de Tierra, horses have played a key role 
in ‘connecting people with the land’. During the era of the Spanish land grants, 
and later when individual ranches dotted the landscape, horses were essential to 
ranching and farming, as well as basic transportation. As our economy has 
moved away from ranching and the population has grown, the Rancho has 
remained. In these changing times, horses and the Rancho continue to be 
closely linked. The large horse community, boarding facilities and private barns 
are here because the Rancho is here, and provides an unparalleled riding 
experience. Today as in the past, horseback riding is still the most popular 
means to explore the area. 

Over the preceding decades, the Rancho has become a de facto open space 
area. During this time, the land has been treated with respect. The local 
community has kept its impact on the land to a minimum. The trails that have 
been maintained are the old roads used as either fire breaks or access to power 
poles or other utilities. Equestrians, cyclists, hikers and dog walkers have shared 
the trails without incident.  

As Rancho Corral de Tierra becomes part of the GGNRA, horseback riding 
should continue to connect people with the park. A large portion of the Rancho 
Corral de Tierra is comprised of remote rugged back country with steep vertical 
ascents of 1000 – 1500 feet. The steep terrain is not friendly to the casual user. 
Consequently, equestrians will likely remain the majority users of the back 
country areas.  ‘Connecting people with the park’ means a lot of things to a lot of 
people. To the local horse community, it means continuing and enhancing the 
multi-use trail system and continuing the boarding facilities that currently house 
the majority of our horses and serve as the social and cultural center of the 
Coastside’s horse community. 

The remainder of this document takes a closer look at Rancho and its connection 
with the horse community. The Natural Environment, Historical Background, and 
Social and Economic Impact sections provide context that will help planning 
decision makers make more informed decisions. The Education and Park 
Stewardship sections focus on the contributions that the horse community, 
particularly the boarding facilities, already makes to the health of the Rancho and 
the well being the surrounding communities. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

TERRAIN 

Rancho Corral de Tierra area is comprised of chaparral covered hillsides and 
several creek valleys. The steepness of the hillsides and the diverse character of 
the area make it challenging to traverse and trails are difficult to develop. 
Geologically, much of the area is decomposing granite and the hillsides are 
prone to landslides. The hills are wave cut terraces. The soil in the valleys is rich 
in nutrients and has been farmed for over 200 years. The entire area is an active 
tectonic area and is prone to catastrophic changes in erosion patterns. According 
to the Stanford University Geology Department, erosion caused by bikes and 
horses is a minor component in this type of landscape.  

WATERSHEDS 

The stables, which have been in the area for at least 140 years, are located in 
natural valleys. These valleys are the result of creek activity and water still flows 
through this area. The creeks may run all year, but in dry seasons they can be 
ephemeral, and San Vicente creek often dries up. Development in the area has 
had a major impact on the streams during the last century; they all have to run 
under the highway, through storm drains and over sewage pipes before reaching 
the ocean. Moreover, on the West side of the highway there are houses that 
border the creeks.  

FLORA 

It seems unreasonable to try to return this area to pre-1800 condition. The 
number of plants (grasses, thistles, clovers, Scotch Broom, and others) that have 
been introduced to the area would make it difficult to reinstate the endemic 
plants, other than some of the native bunch grasses and the flowers, such as the 
California poppy. We have the opportunity at this time to restore some of the land 
to a more “natural” state, but we will have to decide what natural state we are 
choosing. The Ohlone, who lived in the area prior to the Spanish, burned the hills 
regularly and kept the brush to a minimum. At this time, the amount of senescent 
brush is a major fire hazard, which should be addressed. Grazing programs in 
other open space areas have aided in reducing fire hazardous undergrowth. The 
Eucalyptus trees that were brought into to the region have extended far beyond 
the areas where they were first introduced. These trees have a major impact 
since the oils they produce are toxic to many of the native plants, especially in 
the riparian corridor. Many invasive plants such as Cape ivy, Scotch Broom, and 
Pampas grass are common in this area. The wildflowers, which bloom in the 
spring, include Lupine, Penstomen, Monkey Flower, roses and mustards. The 
native grasses have been far-outpaced by the non-native Avena Fatua and 
others. The native chaparral is still the biggest percentage of the flora in this area 
and probably dominates at least 75% of the hillsides.  
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FAUNA 

The fauna of the area is unaffected by the presence of the horses. Horses are 
not seen as a threat by deer and other animals which don’t seem to recognize a 
human on horseback. Indeed, many riders have reported passing only a few feet 
from bobcats, coyotes, raccoons, opossums, deer, fox, and the occasional 
mountain lion without disturbing these wild animals. The Rancho is well known to 
birders as an exceptional area for raptors during the spring and fall migrations. 
The area is part of the Audubon yearly bird count. California towhees, California 
quail, flickers, tanagers, a variety of wrens and warblers are also present in this 
area. There are thriving populations of pack rats, voles, ground squirrels, 
gophers, moles, etc. to support the larger mammals and bird populations. The 
flowers and other native and non-native plants provide ample food and shelter for 
the birds.  

This biological diversity has peacefully coexisted with horses for over 200 years. 
Every effort should be taken to preserve the fauna of the area. Working with park 
specialists, horse patrols could be organized to help monitor the biological health 
of the Rancho. 

The streams in this area are often seasonal and flow in the summer can be very 
low or non-existent. While no census has been conducted, stickleback and other 
species of small fish have been observed. There is a significant population of 
frogs and other amphibians, such as newt and salamanders. The most 
commonly seen snakes in the area include gopher and garter snakes.  
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
For over 200 years, Rancho Corral de Tierra and the surrounding region have 
had a strong, continuous connection to horses and ranching. To this day the 
connection helps shape the unique character and lifestyle of the San Mateo 
County coast 

Rancho Corral de Tierra was originally known as “El Pilar” or “Los Pilares” (from 
the rocks at Pillar Point). During the 1700’s the lands became part of the Mission 
San Francisco and were used for grazing of the Mission’s horses, cattle and 
oxen. In October of 1839, 7766 acres of the Rancho Corral de Tierra were 
granted to Tiburcio Vasque. This portion of Rancho included the land along the 
ocean and what is now known as Montara, Moss Beach, Princeton and El 
Granada. The grant was used primarily for cattle ranching. One account of the 
Rancho shows the assets at the time to be “1 league of land, 2100 cattle, 200 
horses and mares owned by Tiburcio Vasquez on Rancho Corral de Tierra”1.  

As crops replaced range lands in the late 1800’s to the early 1900’s, horses were 
the backbone of the workforce. The historic barn in what is now “Ember Ridge 
Equestrian Center” was constructed during that period to house stock. It had 
stalls for horses on the outer edge while the main open expanse of the barn was 
used for storing hay and other crops. The social life of the community centered 
on the culmination of the harvests and branding. These gatherings provided 
much needed social contact, an opportunity to further commerce and to exhibit 
expertise in ranch riding skills and competitions such as roping and sorting cattle.  

The current horse ranches and boarding facilities, some of which have existed 
since the 1940’s, are the legacy and connection to the Rancho Corral de Tierra. 
They serve as social centers for the horse community. Boarding facilities provide 
unique social, economic and recreational opportunities that are increasingly 
difficult to find.  

The GGNRA has an obligation to preserve the history of the Rancho Corral de 
Tierra; an obligation that cannot be fulfilled without recognition of the role horses 
have played both in its history and today. One way to accomplish this might be 
an interpretative display of a few dusty saddles at a visitor center. A far better 
option is to preserve the horses’ connection to this land and to this community, 
and enable visitors to observe the ranching and riding culture firsthand. Reading 
and hearing about ranching and being immersed in it are two very different 
experiences. The latter having a more profound and lasting imprint on the park 
visitor. 

                                            
1 Davis, William Heath, Seventy-Five Years in San Francisco, 1929 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Approximately 300 horses reside in the boarding facilities located on the Rancho, 
with dozens more in the surrounding communities. To put this number into 
perspective, it is worth noting that in 2005, the American Horse Council reported 
that there were approximately 698,000 horses in California and that the value of 
the horse industry to California was $4.1 billion annually. Since 2005, the cost of 
feed has gone up by 60%, so by conservative estimate, the Rancho boarding 
facilities and surrounding horse operations inject from $2-3 million annually into 
the local economy. No other user group that currently uses the Rancho, or is 
likely to use the Rancho when it becomes part of GGNRA, produces this type of 
economic return.  

We firmly believe that removal or significantly downsizing the Rancho’s boarding 
facilities will have a serious deleterious impact on the economic health of mid-
coast San Mateo County. Besides owners and their horses, there is an extended 
network of goods and services providers that will be negatively impacted, and in 
many cases become unsustainable, if a significant number of the Rancho’s 
horses are lost. 

These include: 

� Hay and Grain producers 
� Tack and Hardware Stores 
� Instructors and Horse Trainers 
� Equine practitioners 

 Veterinarians 
 Equine Acupuncturists 
 Equine Chiropractors 
 Equine Massage Therapists 
 Equine Dentists 

� Farriers 
� Ranch Employees 
� Restaurants 

The loss of the above goods services will have a significant multiplier effect for 
the local horse industry.  The impact will extend to the private ranches and 
boarding facilities adjacent to the Rancho. A lack of equine related goods and 
services will make horse ownership very difficult and as a result, we can expect 
to see dramatic losses in the non-Rancho horse population.  
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GGNRA planners should also consider the financial ramification to the National 
Park system of closure or attrition of the Rancho’s boarding facilities. After all, for 
virtually no upfront investment, the GGNRA would inherit a money making 
operation. In this era of sharp cuts in government spending, it is difficult to see 
how any agency could afford to lose significant revenue.  

SOCIAL IMPACT 

The Rancho’s facilities provide some of the only affordable boarding in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Inland boarding opportunities are limited and the cost is 
exorbitant. For many owners, there is simply no other place for their horse to go 
and they will have to give up their horses. At a minimum, moving to new locations 
would result in higher boarding costs and lengthy commutes – an alternative 
which many boarders cannot afford. 

On a broader scale, the social and cultural impact of removing the boarding 
stables from the Rancho cannot be overestimated. The State of California in its 
Local Coastal Program for unincorporated San Mateo County has recognized the 
importance of the horse community in preserving the semi-rural nature of the San 
Mateo Midcoast.2 It is this semi-rural character that accounts for much of the 
appeal of this area to residents and tourists alike. The GGNRA planners are 
invited to ask current visitors to the Rancho and the adjacent McNee Ranch 
State Park their reaction to encountering a horse and rider on the trail. We have 
no doubt that the vast majority of these visitors will tell you of their delight in 
seeing some of the “Old West.” They may also tell you that they asked the rider 
to pose for a picture. 

Thus, economically, socially, humanely and culturally, the Rancho community of 
horses and riders is a huge positive to the area. The greater good is served by 
maintaining that community. 

                                            
2 San Mateo County Local Coastal Plan, Pgs 7.10, 7.12, and 11.15 
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EDUCATION 
The boarding facilities operating within the Rancho boundaries provide public 
programs and classes that benefit people of all ages and abilities. While many of 
these programs have been around for a number of years, they remain popular 
with the public and continue to evolve and expand. 

Education and outreach is a win-win opportunity. By enabling these programs to 
continue, the GGNRA will provide the kind of community outreach and 
educational opportunities to which the Park Service is committed. In addition, it 
will demonstrate its commitment to supporting and maintaining the character of 
the San Mateo coast and local community. 

The programs listed below are hosted by the boarding facilities currently 
operating within the “Diverse Opportunities Zone” of the Rancho Corral de Tierra.  

EQUINE SKILLS 
� Equine Clinics and Shows – Open to all ages and abilities, these regularly 

scheduled events feature horsemanship and hands-on training delivered by 
nationally recognized experts. Events are sponsored by the hosting facilities, 
as well as local associations, such as the San Francisco Horseman and San 
Mateo County Horseman Associations. Topics range from riding skills, equine 
husbandry and equine health, to trail safety. Events are well attended with 
participants coming from as far as the Monterey Peninsula.  

� Pony Club – This internationally acclaimed program teaches not just riding, 
but stable management, land stewardship and superior horsemanship. Open 
to ages 7 to 22. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
� 4-H and Future Farmers of America (FFA) – These school-sponsored 

programs (the local FFA chapter is the ONLY chapter in the Bay Area) have 
been hosted by the boarding facilities since the 1960’s.  The programs are 
open to students from ages 8 to 15. They provide a hands-on experience that 
lasts from November through August. During that time, each participant has 
the experience and responsibility for raising and caring for their own animals.  

� High-risk Inner City Programs – These activities are hosted by the boarding 
facilities as part of school district programs. They provide a unique horse 
experience that can have a positive impact on these children for a lifetime. 
The programs are almost entirely volunteer-based, which demonstrates the 
willingness of the local horse community to reach out to the community.  
For example, in past years, students from Malcolm X public school, located in 
the Bay View district of San Francisco, were invited to Ember Ridge for a 
weekend retreat. The visit included camping, riding, horse and ranch care, 
even a class in manure management. For many of these students, who 
witness violence daily, these programs provide a rare glimpse into a very 
different way of life.  
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� Therapeutic Riding Program – (This program is under development at this 
time and will be operational in the near future.) The therapeutic riding 
program will serve those children and adults with learning and physical 
restrictions who can benefit from proven horse-rider therapies.  
This program will be particularly valuable since similar programs in San 
Mateo County are currently wait-listed and unable to keep up with demand.  
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PARK STEWARDSHIP 

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 

In place since the late 90’s, these programs are not only a critical aspect of 
protecting the water, land and people, but they provide a model for other facilities 
in how to minimize their impact in a watershed environment.  

San Mateo County Confined Animal Ordinance 

In the late 90’s, the CHC was instrumental in drafting and securing the adoption 
of San Mateo County’s Confined Animal Ordinance.  One of the stated purposes 
of the ordinance is to protect water quality, sensitive habitats, soil and other 
significant environmental resources from potential adverse impacts of confined 
animals. 

The environmental provisions of the ordinance were drafted in concert with the 
CHC, county public health officials and local environmental groups including the 
Committee for Green Foothills.  These provisions, which are strictly adhered to 
by the boarding facilities along Martini, and San Vicente Creeks, are presented in 
Appendix A. 

Manure Management 
Concurrent with the development of the Confined Animal Ordinance, the 
boarding facilities implemented aggressive manure management programs. 
Methodologies were based on accepted best practices. For example, Ember 
Ridge collects and composts its manure on concrete slabs and then provides the 
nutrient-rich compost spread to local farmers. 

Water Quality Monitoring 

Working with the County and other local organizations, the boarding facilities 
implemented a monitoring program along San Vicente and Martini creeks to 
measure water quality. Largely as a result of this effort, pollution sources above 
and below the ranch properties were identified and resolved. Today, the San 
Vicente and Martini Creeks are clean in the portion of the creeks that run through 
the ranch properties. (See the Figure that follows.) 
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Yearly average of E coli at Ember Ridge (ER) and Moss Beach (MB) Boarding Facilities 
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The graph shows the Escherichia coli levels measured in San Vicente Creek. 
The levels have been reduced significantly since the first samples were taken in 
2000. Acceptable levels are below 200 ppm. Manure management and changing 
the pattern of rain water runoff are contributing factors in controlling the E coli 
levels.  

NOTE: The EPA specifies 200 ppm or less is an acceptable E. Coli level for 
areas upstream from a recreational area (in our case Fitzgerald Marine Reserve). 
This is the same acceptability level used by the National Park Service. 

TRAIL MONITORING 

Because of the number of riders and their ability to navigate the roughest terrain, 
the equestrian community has assumed the role of an informal mounted patrol. In 
situations where someone is injured or missing, equestrians are among the first 
to mobilize and often first to make contact and report conditions and locations to 
the appropriate authorities. Equally important, the equestrian community is 
diligent about reporting suspicious behaviors and providing assistance and 
advice to other users. 

VOLUNTEER TRAIL MAINTENANCE 

The equestrians have developed and maintained most of the trails throughout the 
last 60 years. Today, members of the horse community donate their time on a 
regular basis to maintain the trail system by clipping overgrowth and keeping the 
area clear of brush and litter. They would gladly support any trail or park 
stewardship programs.  
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APPENDIX A. ENVIRONMENTAL EXCERPTS FROM THE  
SAN MATEO COUNTY CONFINED ANIMAL ORDINANCE 
Prohibited Locations.  Confined animal structures and animal use of the property, 

including pasture or range area, shall not occur in the following areas of the 

parcel: 

 

Lakes, creeks and streams. 

Land located within (1) fifty (50) feet of lakes, and perennial creeks and 

streams, and (2) thirty (30) feet of intermittent creeks and streams. 

Sensitive habitats, including riparian corridors and wetlands. 

Land located within fifty (50) feet of the outward boundary of riparian 

corridors. 

Land located within one hundred (100) feet of wetlands. 

Land used for a domestic well or septic tank, or located above leach lines. 

Slopes exceeding thirty percent (30) for structures, and fifty percent (50%) for 

animal use. 

Minimum Setbacks.  Confined animal structures shall maintain the following 

minimum setbacks: 

From front property line: 50 feet 

From side and rear property lines: 30 feet 

From a dwelling unit on the same parcel: 30 feet 

From the nearest setback line required for a dwelling 

unit on an adjacent parcel: 

80 feet 

From a domestic well:  

(1) Up to ten animals: 50 feet 

(2) More than ten animals: 100 feet 
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Drainage. 

a. All surface runoff, including rainwater that falls near or upon animal 

structures, shall not come into contact with stored animal manure.  Energy 

dissipaters, gutters, ditches, berms and/or other diversion devices may be 

used to divert rainwater from confined animal areas. 

b. All liquids shall not drain closer than ten (10) feet from wells, septic tanks, 

and/or drainfields. 

c. Animal waste runoff and liquids used to clean confined animals shall not 

drain directly into a creek, stream, lake or similar water body.  Runoff may be 

confined and diverted by various means, including maintaining the existing 

on-site filtering vegetation, planting new vegetation grass strips, installing 

filter fencing or straw bales/logs, and/or constructing earth berms, and 

sediment ponds. 

d. Standing water shall not be allowed to accumulate near confined animal 

structures. 

e. A minimum two percent (2%) downward slope shall be maintained on land 

that is within five (5) feet of confined animal structures to assure adequate 

drainage away from the structures. 

f. Facility drainage shall conform to the drainage component of the site 

management plan. 

Facility Management. 

a. The keeping of confined animals shall not create a nuisance or be 

detrimental to human or animal health, safety or welfare. 

b. On-site manure management shall conform to the manure management 

component of the site management plan. 

c. All animal wastes, including soiled bedding, shall be collected daily from 

confined animal structures, and managed in a manner that is not conducive 

to the proliferation of insects, rodents and other disease-carrying creatures.  
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Effective manure management methods include, but are not limited to, 

composting, mulching, spreading of manure, and covered storage.  Stored 

animal waste for off-site use or disposal may not be kept on the site for 

longer than fourteen (14) days.  Stored waste shall be covered and 

separated from the ground by an impermeable material.  Surface water runoff 

in the manure management area shall not come into contact with stored 

animal wastes.  Runoff may be diverted by various means, including 

constructing earth berms and/or installing straw bales/logs. 

d. Should active composting occur on the site, composted wastes shall be 

mixed or turned over often to increase aerobic bacteria activity and to keep 

the pile fully aerated and active.  Should passive or static composting occur 

on the site, the proposed process shall be reviewed by the Director of 

Environmental Health to assure that odor and fly breeding problems are 

prevented. 

e. Animal feed shall be stored in appropriate facilities or containers such that it 

is kept dry and, to the maximum extent feasible, free of mold, rodents and 

insects. 

 



















































































































































































Comments�from�San�Mateo�County�Farm�Bureau�regarding�management�alternatives�for�the�Rancho�Corral�de�
Tierra�site,�San�Mateo�County,�Calif.�
��
1.�San�Mateo�County�Farm�Bureau�appreciates�the�recognition�and�acknowledgement�by�NPS�staff�of�the�significance�
and�importance�of�the�adjacent�irrigated�row�crop�commercial�farming�operation�during�their�oral�presentations�at�
the�public�workshops.�We�would�suggest�that�this�recognition�be�captured�in�the�written�narrative�of�the�"Current�
Conditions�and�Management"�for�the�Rancho�Corral�de�Tierra�project.�
��
Suggested�language�could�be�"Approximately�300�acres�of�the�Rancho�are�not�included�in�the�park�boundary.�Those�
acres�encompass�farmland�of�"Local�Significance"�as�designated�by�the�State�of�California�Department�of�
Conservation"�and�will�remain�in�private�ownership�and�agricultural�use."�
��
2.�Important�farmland,�such�as�those�adjacent�to�the�NPS�Rancho�Corral�de�Tierra�project,�are�resources�which�are�
the�subject�of�several�layers�of�protection�in�San�Mateo�County�including�county�Planned�Agricultural�District�zoning�
and�the�Local�and�State�Coastal�Plan.�Beyond�protection�of�the�farmlands,�there�is�recognition�in�our�County�that�the�
business�of�agriculture�needs�insulation�from�nuisance�issues�arising�from�neighbor�complaints�about�normal�
agricultural�activities�associated�with�the�cultivating�and�growing�of�crops.�In�response�to�this�issue,�San�Mateo�
County�has�developed�and�adopted�a�form�of�"right�to�farm"�ordinance.�This�ordinance�reduces�the�likelihood�of�
"moving�to�the�nuisance"�complaints.�And�beyond�the�"right�to�farm"�ordinances�and�protective�zoning,�our�Farm�
Bureau�believes�that�a�buffer�zone�between�farmland�and�public�access�trails�is�important�from�both�a�public�safety�
as�well�as�for�"food�safety�and�security"�purposes�and�should�be�considered�when�planning�public�access�trail�
systems.�Such�buffer�zones,�however,�should�not�be�a�burden�on�the�existing�farm�or�cause�a�reduction�of�the�
production�footprint�of�the�farm.�These�topics�as�well�as�trail�closures�during�some�agricultural�activities�have�been�
highlighted�recently�during�deliberations�about�the�location�and�use�of�the�Coastal�Trail�where�it�will�be�constructed�
adjacent�to�existing�row�crop�operations.�

We�understand�that�the�siting,�planning�and�eventual�construction�of�trails,�access�and�NPS�facilities�will�be�
addressed�in�the�future�and�we�look�forward�to�further�discussion�at�that�point.�We�would�suggest,�however,�that�it�
is�timely�in�this�current�planning�process�to�acknowledge�the�issue.�
��
The�current�description�for�the�"Diverse�Opportunities�Zone"�for�Alternative�1�suggests�that�the�"working�agricultural�
landscapes"�be�"incorporated�into�the�visitor�experience".�We�would�suggest�that�it�would�be�appropriate�to�add�to�
that�language�"without�impact�to�the�agricultural�production".�
��
It�would�be�our�suggestion,�that�this�consideration�be�afforded�to�any�adjacent�production�agricultural�operation�for�
this�or�other�planning�processes�now�or�in�the�future�in�San�Mateo�County.�
��
3.�Within�the�"Current�Conditions�and�Management"�section,�there�is�a�statement�that�"The�headwaters�of�four�
major�coastal�watersheds�are�contained�within�this�property,�providing�important�riparian�habitat�and�a�scenic�
backdrop�&"�We�would�like�to�point�out�that�those�drainages�are�also�important�source�watersheds�for�both�
domestic�and�agricultural�uses.�
��
It�would�be�our�suggestion,�that�the�anticipated�more�specific�planning�efforts�for�the�Rancho�Corral�de�Tierra�site�
include�ideas�on�how�to�protect�existing,�possibly�enhance�existing�and�or�develop�new�water�facilities�and�storage�
within�these�watersheds�for�benefit�of�domestic�(urban)�users�and�agricultural�usage.�That�suggestion�is�made�
because�of�the�urgent�need�for�reliable�local�water�supplies,�while�also�recognizing�that�correctly�managed�water�
enhances�both�aquatic�and�terrestrial�sensitive�species�on�our�coast.�We�believe�that�this�use�of�water�resources�has�
precedent�within�the�National�Parks�system�(i.e.�Tuolomne�River�being�a�source�watershed�for�domestic�and�
agricultural�use�in�Yosemite)�or�even�within�the�Golden�Gate�National�Recreation�Area�(i.e.�GGNRA�easement�over�
SFPUC�watershed�lands�where�Pilarcitos�Creek�is�a�source�watershed�for�domestic�and�agricultural�use).�
��



In�terms�of�this�current�more�general�planning�effort,�we�suggest�that�the�agricultural�and�domestic�beneficial�uses�
for�these�source�watersheds�should�be�acknowledged�and�included�in�the�"Current�Conditions�and�Management"�
section.�
��
Suggested�language�could�be�"The�headwaters�of�four�major�coastal�watersheds�are�contained�within�this�property,�
providing�important�riparian�habitat,�important�sources�of�water�for�both�domestic�and�agricultural�use�and�a�scenic�
backdrop"�
��
Thank�you�for�the�opportunity�to�comment.�
�















August 1, 2008 
 
 

e Ranch, a nonprofit California corporation established in 1970, submits the following comments in response to the proposed 
ral Management Plan for the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (the “Plan”).  This statement was drafted by the Executive 
ctor and Vice President of the Board of Directors of Slide Ranch in consultation with the President of the Board and members 

of the board’s Executive Committee. 
 

Slide Ranch belongs and should remain where it is. 
 

most recent draft of the Plan presents three alternatives for the future of the historic coastal site now occupied by Slide Ranch 
tween Muir Beach and Stinson Beach, California.  Two of those alternatives call for the relocation of Slide Ranch to a “more 
irable location.”   Slide Ranch respectfully but strongly disagrees with any proposed relocation of the Ranch.  In this it is not 
.  The managers and staff of Slide Ranch have received a myriad of comments, written and oral, from past and present users of 
site, parents of children who have benefited from its many educational programs, and teachers, all of whom unanimously and 
thusiastically endorse the operation of Slide Ranch in its present site.  Slide Ranch management is advised that NPS staff has 
eived a similar if not greater volume of comments urging that Slide Ranch not be relocated away from its home on the coast. 

 
The reasons for this outpouring of support for Slide Ranch are not hard to understand.  Slide Ranch may be 

the most beautiful outdoor classroom in the world.   Its present location is ideally suited to the role Slide 
Ranch plays in the ecology and social well-being of Marin County and the entire San Francisco Bay Area.  

Founded in 1970, the year of the first Earth Day, located above the Pacific Ocean and blessed with a 
panoramic view of the Marin County coastline, Slide Ranch teaches visitors to discover the wonder of the 

natural world through hands-on activities and independent exploration.  Participants of all ages, socio-
economic and ethnic backgrounds experience a deep connection to the Earth, its soil, water and the human 
efforts that preserve the land and bring food to our tables.  From the moment of its founding in 1970, Slide 
Ranch immediately started serving inner-city children from San Francisco’s Mission District.  Today more 

than 8000 visitors – many of them underprivileged and at-risk youth -- attend Slide’s family days, school field 
trips, summer camp and overnight camping programs each year.  This direct and immediate immersion in the 
natural world has generated a deep base of support for Slide Ranch that spans generations of San Francisco 

Bay Area residents. 
 

Plan Alternative One, “Connecting People with the Parks,” calls for Slide to remain where it is, and is very 
much in line with the purpose of Slide Ranch.  The NPS should keep in mind that the Ranch site was 

purchased with private funds in 1970 and dedicated to public use in order to protect it from commercial 
development.  Slide Ranch’s founding and operation on the coast thus helped realize, and continues to 
further, one of the basic congressional mandates in the establishment of the GGNRA, namely, that the 
Secretary of the Interior “shall preserve the recreation area, as far as possible, in its natural setting, and 

protect it from development and uses which would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of the 
area.”  16 U.S.C. §460bb. 



 
people of Slide Ranch have these words in mind every day.  They maintain a deep sense of stewardship for the land and ocean 
the creatures that inhabit them.  Staff regularly remove invasive plants, maintain trails and provide interpretive and educational 
grams that inspire visitors to help restore the coastal eco-system.  Visitors to this scenic historic coastal farm thus experience 
hand the connections between the food we eat and the natural elements that grow life.  The Slide Ranch site has been used by 
ers since the 19th Century.  Building on 21st century methods of ecology and farm husbandry, Slide Ranch staff and volunteers 

anage 134 acres of coast land consistent with its GGNRA Park Partnership and membership in Marin Organics (which Slide 
Ranch joined in 2005). 

 
elocation is unwarranted under the language of the Plan itself.  Slide’s tide pool exploration and education program, habitat 
ation days and curriculum are all heavily oriented to the Plan’s goal of “increasing visitor understanding, awareness and support 

or coastal resources through participation in stories and programs about human interaction with and dependency on natural 
urces.”   The Slide Ranch site, perched above the crashing waves, inspires a sense of wonder and awe unlikely to be replicated 

elsewhere. 
 

ors and program participants are not the only beneficiaries of Slide’s magnificent location and excellent programs.  Slide Ranch 
ecome an important national training ground for young environmental workers, teachers and thinkers who come from all over 
U.S. to participate in our Teachers-in-Residence program.  After ten months of working at Slide Ranch, these young people 

disperse to organizations nationwide to apply the knowledge and techniques they have learned at the Ranch. 
 

ct Slide Ranch is an “evolved cultural landscape”, to borrow a term from the NPS, and has been in continuous agricultural use 
more than 100 years.  It has performed multiple roles and tasks for generations of visitors at its current site.  Geological issues 
inly exist – indeed, the name comes from the historic “Big Slide” that served as a navigational landmark for 19th Century ships 
oaching the Golden Gate – but those very issues present opportunities for innovation and creativity.  The land beneath Slide’s 
stic facilities is a continuously changing landscape that requires and inspires creative design solutions emphasizing flexibility, 
tation and simplicity.  In this sense Slide Ranch is not only a classroom but a laboratory for ecologically sound engineering and 

land use in harmony with a rugged yet astonishingly beautiful environment. 
 

Ranch celebrates a style of farm architecture and working-the-land ethic that dates well back into the earliest days of settlement 
West Marin.  Its food growing practices, organic soil, re-use of resources, buildings and infrastructure exemplify a light-carbon 
otprint operation reminiscent of a younger world but which employ the latest tools of organic farming.  The Coastal Miwok 
ple harvested and smoked food from the sea at the Slide Ranch site 800 years ago.  Visitors today can examine the tide pools 

e the Miwok fished and moments later enjoy Slide’s organic vegetable garden, the pride of West Marin.  Slide Ranch honors the 
Miwok and all people in its very contemporary yet timeless efforts to connect us all to the Earth. 

 
We appreciate the opportunity to share with the General Management Plan team some of our views at this 

stage.  We may have additional comments and views to share with you as the planning process moves 
forward and one or more alternatives are published by the GMP team. 

 
You you have questions about the official position of Slide Ranch, please contact Executive Director Charles 

Higgins at 415.381.8758.
 

For more information about Slide Ranch, please visit www.slideranch.org. 
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  July 31, 2008 
 
Superintendent Brian O’Neill 
National Park Service 
General Management Planning Team – GGNRA 
Denver Service Center 
12795 West Alameda Parkway 
Denver, CO 80225-0287 
 
Re: Comments on Golden Gate NRA – General Management Plan 
 
 
Dear Superintendent O’Neill: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the General Management Plan for the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (“GGNRA”). 
 
Transportation Alternatives for Marin (“TAM”) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation 
whose mission is to promote pedestrian and bicycle transportation, particularly in the 
United States. This mission is advanced through the study of international best practices 
and the promotion of Marin County, California as a model community of pedestrian and 
bicycle transportation. Our objective is to demonstrate that investment in integrated 
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, combined with education, can relieve a substantial 
portion of the overall transportation load. 
 
The mission of the National Park Service is to “preserve unimpaired the natural and 
cultural resources and values of the national park system for the enjoyment, education, 
and inspiration of this and future generations.” The best way to advance this mission is 
to develop sustainable alternative transportation systems as a means to reduce 
congestion both accessing and within the parks, reduce carbon footprint, minimize 
detrimental environmental consequences of automotive traffic and emissions, and 
enhance the peaceful, natural experience that draws visitors. We encourage the NPS to 
work with its local partners and gateway communities to develop creative, long-term 
transportation solutions in and around our parks.  
 
We encourage the National Park Service to emphasize non-motorized access to the 
GGNRA in this planning process.  A large number of everyday users of the GGNRA are 
local users. We recommend that the NPS consider the huge increase in non-motorized 
infrastructure in Marin County to access the GGNRA in the Marin portions of the 
National Recreation Area, particularly in Southern Marin. These notable increased 
access opportunities are primarily in the Tennessee Valley and Highway 1 areas.  
 
Our recommendations are made for the National Park Service to include in the General 
Management Plan EIR process to consider as Alternatives.  
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The recommendations we make below are primarily for safe and separate 
accommodation for non-motorized travelers, which are primarily cyclists and 
pedestrians. Safe and separate accommodations for pedestrians and cyclists are 
primarily Class I bike paths and multi-use paths. Separate infrastructure increases the 
number of non-motorized users and provides safer accommodation.  
 
The following are our specific infrastructure recommendations: 
 
1. Class I Bikeway from Vista Point to Ft. Baker. Ft. Baker has been renovated based 

upon sustainable principles. Non-motorized access to Ft. Baker provides the best, 
easiest access to Alexander Avenue, Sausalito. Safe and separate bicycle 
infrastructure should be constructed from Vista Point and GGNRA property down 
to Ft. Baker and from Ft. Baker to Alexander Avenue via East Road.  
 

2. Manzanita Transferium.  
a. The NPS should consider working with a public/private partnership including 

the owners of the land, or possible new owners of the land, next to the Holiday 
Inn Express on the north side of Highway 1 and the surrounding area at the 
Manzanita Exit. This is an excellent location for a bus access/transferium and for 
automobile parking. This should be studied as an opportunity to get people to 
use non-motorized travel as well as transit including busses to the GGNRA. 
There is plenty of space to build discreet parking in this area and also work with 
private parties to build accommodation for automobiles and transfer areas as 
well as hotel accommodations for GGNRA visitors. The strategy should be to get 
people to get out of their automobiles. Such strategies could include free parking 
at this area, only if people get out of their cars and use non-motorized or transit 
services, both private and public, to access the GGNRA. This would be an 
excellent location for a bike station, which would provide bike rentals. 
(Essentially, the GGNRA would only rent the bike station and leave the running 
of the business to a private business.) 
 

3. Tam Valley Mini-Loop.  
a. Part of the Tam Valley Mini-Loop is being constructed from Manzanita Station 

on the North side of Highway 1 to the Tennessee Valley path currently called the 
“Manzanita Connector.”  The Park Service should work to complete safe and 
separate infrastructure on each side of Highway 1 from the Manzanita station to 
the Tam Valley intersection of Highway 1 and Almonte Blvd. While parts of this 
will be completed soon, a complete system would facilitate non-motorized access 
through this area and provide accommodation to decrease congestion, 
particularly for local residents. This would be a huge mitigation measure for 
local residents given the amount of traffic that comes through this area into the 
GGNRA.  
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b. Grade separated intersection at Highway 1 and Almonte Blvd for automobile 
traffic and non-motorized users. The NPS should consider acquiring a 70 yard 
perimeter of the lands surrounding the intersection of Highway 1 and Almonte 
on each of the three sides of the T intersection of Highway 1 and Almonte Blvd. 
and convert such areas to resting areas, meeting areas and non-motorized access 
areas to the GGNRA. Additionally, the NPS should study elevating the roadway 
at the intersection, with bicycle and pedestrian facilities under the road in every 
direction beneath Highway 1 and Almonte Blvd. This would separate the 
automobiles from cyclists and pedestrians at a busy intersection, allowing safe 
and separate passage for all users.  
 

c. The NPS should consider acquiring the land on the east side of Highway 1 from 
Coyote Creek to the Highway 1 Almonte Blvd. intersection and return this area 
to wetlands. This would also provide better non-motorized access along the 
frontage area on the east side of Highway 1. This would provide the opportunity 
to raise the road level at this area and decrease traffic issues regarding flooding.  
 

d. From the Almonte Blvd. / Highway 1 intersection, along Highway 1, provide 
safe and separate bicycle accommodation on each side of Highway 1 up to 
Loring.  
 

e. From Almonte Blvd. / Highway 1 intersection, complete the Tam Valley Mini-
Loop by providing safe and separate non-motorized accommodation on each 
side of Almonte Blvd. from Highway 1 and Almonte intersection to the Almonte 
/ Miller Avenue split at the south end of Tamalpais High School. 

 
4. Tennessee Valley Non-Motorized Connection. The County of Marin is building a 

pedestrian / bicycle path from the North-South Greenway near Coyote Creek up to 
the Tam Valley Community Center. We recommend that the Park Service continue 
the path from the Tam Valley Community Center all the way into Tennessee Valley 
to provide continuous, safe and separate non-motorized access to this Park entrance.  
 

5. Southern Marin Parklands Flat, Paved Access to Muir Woods. We recommend that 
the NPS study an access route that provides non-motorized access from Manzanita 
Station (a connection to the North-South Greenway) to Muir Woods on a safe and 
separate continuous and basically flat path that would allow all users to access the 
GGNRA in a non-motorized fashion, as follows: 

 
a. Complete the path from Tam Valley Community Center to Tennessee Valley 

Park Entrance. 
 

b. Construct a tunnel near the Haypress region in Tennessee Valley through to 
Green Gulch. The tunnel would be approximately .85 miles long. From the Green 
Gulch side of the tunnel, construct a Class I multi use pathway from Green Gulch 
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to Muir Woods Park Entrance. The pathway would parallel Shoreline Highway 
to Muir Woods Road to the Muir Woods Entrance. 
 

c. Provide secure, covered bicycle parking at Muir Woods Park Entrance.  
 

6. Northern Loop, non-paved/pervious surface. We recommend the construction of a 
non-paved, pervious surface path for both cyclist and pedestrian accommodation 
from Muir Woods up to the ridge near Highway 1, above Highway 1 at the lowest 
elevation possible to Stinson Beach, from Stinson Beach down Highway 1 past the 
school, connecting to a planned, improved path up Bolinas Ridge to the Coastal 
Trail, the Coastal Trail to Rock Springs, from Rock Springs to Pan Toll, from Pan Toll 
back down to Muir Woods.  

 
7. Stinson Beach Improvements. Develop a specific plan for Stinson Beach working 

with the Stinson Beach residents for parking, bicycle and pedestrian improvements, 
in particular to limit the areas where people can park outside of the State Park. 
Consider using alternatives such as parking stickers for locals to identifying them as 
allowing to park on local streets and only allowing visitors to park in areas 
designated for visitor parking, including Stinson Beach State Park and the 
downtown Stinson Beach area.  

 
We recognize that some of these suggestions are bold. We also know that in the era of 
limited oil resources, greenhouse gasses, energy dependence, traffic congestion, and 
health concerns, bold solutions are needed. Some of our suggestions are rather 
straightforward. Others are expansive. We really encourage the NPS to consider these 
alternatives to get people out of their automobiles and to access GGNRA in a sustainable 
manner, with a reduced carbon footprint and healthier approach to GGNRA access.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 

  
 Respectfully submitted, 

  
 Patrick M. Seidler 
 President 
 

cc:  Supervisor Charles McGlashan 
 Supervisor Steve Kinsey 
 Marin County Bicycle Coalition 
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